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In this paper, finite dimensional quotients of the q-Virasoro-like algebra are
determined when q is a root of unity. As an application, finite dimensional
irreducible modules over the q-Virasoro-like algebra are classified for any root q
of unity. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 w x.  <The Virasoro-like algebra V is the Lie algebra see 4 with basis E r,r , s
.  .44s g Z = Z_ 0, 0 and subject to the commutation relations
w xE , E s rk y sh E . .h , k r , s hqr , kqs
w xIn fact V is a special Lie algebra defined by Block in 1958 1 .
Let 0, 1 / q g C. The q-analog V of the Virasoro-like algebra is the Lieq
 w x.   . < .  .44algebra see 4 with basis E q r, s g Z = Z_ 0, 0 and subject tor , s
the commutation relations
r k shE q , E q s q y q E q . .  .  . .h , k r , s hqr , kqs
For brevity we will call the q-analog V of the Virasoro-like algebra theq
q-Virasoro-like algebra. Those Lie algebras were generalized and studied
w xrecently by Osborn and Passman 5 .
w x In 6 representations of the Virasoro-like algebra and its analog where
.q is not a root of unity were studied. In this paper, finite dimensional
quotients of the q-Virasoro like algebra are determined when q is a root
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of unity. As an application, finite dimensional irreducible modules over the
q-Virasoro-like algebra are classified for any root q of unity.
2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL QUOTIENTS OF Vq
From now on q is assumed to be a primitive root of unit of order m,
where m ) 1 is a natural number. We will study only the q-Virasoro-like
 .algebra, so we will denote E q by E for simplicity.i j i j
LEMMA 2.1. The center of V is the subalgebra Z s [ C E .q i jm < i, m < j
w x w xProof. Upon noting that if E , E s 0 then mrj, and if E , Ei j 1, 0 i j 0, 1
s 0 then m N i, the lemma follows immediately.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. For any a, b g C with ab / 0, I a, b is the ideal of
V generated by E y aE , E y bE , and Z.q 1, 0 mq1, 0 1, 0 1, m
 .LEMMA 2.2. For any a, b g C with ab / 0, I a, b is spanned by Z and
the elements
E y ak bk 9 E , i , j, k , k9 g Z, i , j f mZ = mZ. .i j k mqi , k 9mqj
The proof of this lemma is standard; we leave the details to the reader.
 .Now we consider the quotient algebra V s V rI a, b for any a, b g Cq q
 .with ab / 0. We will see later that V rI a, b is independent of a and b,q
 .so the notation V is reasonable. We will denote E q I a, b by E ; thenq i j i j
k k 9  :E s a b E . For brevity, x will denote the ideal of a Liei j k mqi, k 9mqj
algebra generated by the element x.
 .  :LEMMA 2.3. For any i, j f mZ = mZ, we ha¨e E s V .i j q
j .  : w x  .Proof. a E s V . From E , E s q y 1 E it follows1, 0 q i j 1, 0 iq1, j
y1 : w x  .that E g E for any j f mZ. From E , E s 1 y q E wei j 1, 0 i1 0, y1 i0
 :  :get that E g E for any i f mZ; hence E s V .i0 1, 0 1, 0 q
 .  .  :b Similar to a , we have E s V .0, 1 q
 .  .  .  :c From a or b we can easily deduce that E s V .11 q
 .  :d For any i and j with ij / 0, E s V . Note thati j q
iy1 jy1 iy1 jy1y1 yiad E ad E E s 1 y q q y 1 E . .  . .  .y1 , 0 0,y1 i , j 1, 1
 :  .  :Then E g E . By c if follows that E s V .1, 1 i j 1, 0 q
i y1 .  :  . w xe E s V for i / 0. Note that E s q y 1 E , E gi0 q i1 0, 1 i0
 :  :  .E . Then E s V by d .i, 0 i0 q
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 .  .  :f Similar to e we have E s V for any i / 0.0, i q
So far we have proved the lemma.
 .THEOREM 2.1. The quotient algebra V s V rI a, b is a simple Lieq q
algebra for any a, b g C with ab / 0.
Proof. Let J be a nonzero ideal of V . Supposeq
x s a E q a E q ??? qa E g J ,1 i j 2 i j r i j1 1 2 2 r r
where a a ??? a / 0, 0 F i F i F ??? F i - m, and 0 F j - j - m1 2 r 1 2 s s sy1
if i s i , such that r ) 0 is as small as possible. If r s 1, by Lemma 2.2s sy1
w x w xwe know that J s V . Suppose r ) 1. If E , x s a E , Eq i j 2 i j i j1 1 1 1 2 2w xq ??? qa E , E / 0, we get a contradiction to the choice of r. Sor i j i j1 1 r rw x w xE , x s 0, i.e., E , E s 0 for all k s 1, 2, . . . , r. Equivalently,i j i j i , j1 1 1 1 k k
i : i s i : j for all k s 1, 2, . . . , r. Without loss of generality, we assume1 2 k k
that j / 0. It is easy to deduce that1
j1ad E ad E x s b E q ??? qb E g J . .  .y1 , 0 0,y1 2 i j r i j2 2 r r
Noting that
b E q ??? qb E / 0,2 i j r i j2 2 r r
we again get a contradiction to the choice of r. Hence r s 1; therefore
J s V . This completes the proof.q
 w x.LEMMA 2.4 see Chapter 3 in 2 . . The type, the dimension, and the
rank of a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra L are as in Table 1.
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem.
TABLE 1
Type of L dim L Rank of L
2 .  .A l G 1 l q 1 y 1 ll
2 .B l G 2 2l q l ll
2 .C l G 3 2l q l ll







 .  .THEOREM 2.2. V s V rI a, b " sl m, C .q q
Proof. We simply denote V by L. For any x g L, we defineq
p
L ad x s ¨ g L N ad x ¨ s 0 for some p g Z . .  . 40 q
 .It is not difficult to show that L ad E s C E [ C E [ ??? [ C E .0 01 01 02 0 my1
 . Obviously L ad E is abelian; then it is nilpotent. Noting that L ad0 01 0
.  w x.  .E is self-normalizing see Chapter 4 in 2 , then L ad E is a Cartan01 0 01
2 subalgebra of L. From the fact that dim L s m y 1 and dim L ad0
.E s m y 1, by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 it immediately follows that01
 .L s V " A " sl m, C .q my1
COROLLARY 2.1. E¨ery E g V is ad-semisimple.i j q
Proof. Let r be the greatest common divisor of i and j, and i s ri9,
j s rj9. It is not difficult to show that
my1
L ad E s C E ,[ /0 i j k i9 , k j9
ks1
where L s V . Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 we know that L adq 0
.E is a Cartan subalgebra of V . Hence E is ad-semisimple.i j q i j
 . r  .DEFINITION 2.2. Let f X s a q a X q ??? qa X and g X s b q0 1 r 0
s w x  .b X q ??? qb X g C X , where a a b b / 0, r ) 0, s ) 0. I f , g is1 s 0 r 0 s
defined to be the ideal of V generated by a E q a Eq 0 1,0 1 mq1, 0
q ??? qa E , b E q b E q ??? qb E , and Z.r r mq1, 0 0 1, 0 1 1, m s 1, sm
 .Similar to Lemma 2.2, we can write the basis of I f , g explicitly. We
 .will denote the greatest common divisor of f and g by f , g and the
 .  .formal derivative of f X by f 9 X .
 .  .  .  . LEMMA 2.5. Let f X s X y x ??? X y x and g X s X y1 r
.  . w xy ??? X y y g C X , where x , x , ??? x , y ??? y g C*. Then the quo-1 s 1 2 r 1 s
 .  .  .tient algebra V rI f , g is semisimple if and only of f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1.q
Proof. ¥.We have the canonical homomorphisms
f : V ª V rI f , g , E ¬ E ; .q q i , j i , j
k , l .f : V ª V rI x , y , E ¬ E . 2.1 .  .k , l q q k l i , j i , j
Now we consider the homomorphism
r s
f : V rI f , g ª V rI x , y , .  .[ [q q k l
ks1 ls1
r s
k , l .E ¬ E .[ [i , j i , j
ks1 ls1
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 .  .By the properties of f X and g X it is not difficult to see that f is
surjective. Noting that
r s
I x , y s I f , g , .  .F F k l
kq1 ls1
we deduce that f is injective. Hence f is an isomorphism of Lie algebras.
 .By Theorem 2.2 it follows that V rI f , g is semisimple.q
 .« . Without loss of generality, we suppose that x s x . Set f X s1 2 1
 .  .  .  . w  . f X r X y x . It is easy to see that I f , g = I f , g and I f , g , I f ,1 1 1 1
.x  .  .  .  .g : I f , g . Then I f , g rI f , g is a proper solvable ideal of V rI f , g ,1 q
 .so V rI f , g is not semisimple. This completes the proof of the lemma.q
From the proof of the above lemma, we have the following corollary.
w xCOROLLARY 2.2. Let f , g g C* q XC X be nonconstant polynomials
 .  .with deg f s r, deg g s s, and f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1. Then
 .  . r e  .a V rI f , g " [ sl m, C .q
 .  .b E¨ery E g V rI f , g is ad-semisimple.i, j q
The proof of this corollary is the same as that of Corollary 2.1; we leave
the details to the reader.
THEOREM 2.3. Let J be an ideal of V such that V rJ is semisimple andq q
finite dimensional. Then
 .  .  . w xa there exist nonconstant polynomials f X , g X g C* q XC X with
 .  .  .f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1 such that J = I f , g .
 .  .  .b V rI f , g is isomorphic to a direct sum of some copies of sl m, C .q
 .Proof. It is clear that J = Z. The fact that dim V rI f , g - ` impliesq
that there exist elements of the forms
x s a E q a E q ??? qa E g I f , g , .0 1, 0 1 mq1, 0 r r mq1, 0
2.2 .
y s b E q b E q ??? qb E g I f , g , .0 1, 0 1 1, m s 1, sm
where a a b b / 0, r G 0, s G 0. By Lemma 3.2 we get r ) 0, s ) 0.0 r 0 s
 .  .Choose r and s as small as possible in 2.2 . Let f X s a q a X0 1
r  . s w xq ??? qa X and g X s b q b X q ??? qb X g C X . It is not diffi-r 0 1 s
 .cult to show that I f , g = J. By the semisimplicity of V rJ it follows thatq
 .  .  .f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1. Thus a follows.
 .From Corollary 2.2 b follows immediately.
 .Applying homomorphisms in 2.1 it is not difficult to determine explic-
itly the ideal J in Theorem 2.3.
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2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS
OF THE Vq
Let M be a finite dimensional irreducible module over V . It is wellq
known that any element in the center Z acts on M as a scalar. Then M
can be regarded as an irreducible module over the quotient Lie algebra
Ä XL s V rZ, because V s Z [ V as a sum of ideals. We also denote theq q q
Äimage in L of E g V rZ by E .i j q i j
Ä Ä Äw xLEMMA 3.1. L, L s L.
w x  i . w xProof. Note that the E , E s q y 1 E , E , 1, E sy1, i 1, 0 0, 1 i 0, y1
 yi . w x  i j. w x   iy1. j.Ê1 y q E , E , E s 1 y t E , E , E s 1 y q E ,i0 i0 0 j i j iy1, 0 1, j i j
w x  i jy1. .and E , E s q y 1 E . Therefore we immediately deduce0, jy1 i, 1 i j
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äw x w xthat E g L, L for any E g L; hence L, L s L.i j i j
Ä :LEMMA 3.2. For any E / 0, we ha¨e E s L.i j i j
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.2; we leave the
details to the reader.
Ä 4Let Ann M s x g L N xM s 0 . It is well known that Ann M is an ideal
Ä Äof L. If dim M s 1, it easy to see that Ann M s L. From now on we
Äsuppose that dim M ) 1. Then Ann M is a proper ideal of L. We can
Äregard M as a faithful irreducible module over L s LrAnn M. Thus we
 .get a natural embedding L : gl M .
 w x.  .LEMMA 3.3 SEE SECT. 19 IN 3 . Let G : gl M be a linear Lie algebra
w xwith dim M - `. If M is an irreducible G-module and G, G s G , then
 .G : sl M is semisimple.
Next we will determine Ann M.
THEOREM 3.1. If dim M ) 1, then there exist nonconstant polynomials
 .  . w x  .  .f X , g X g C* q XC X with f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1 such that Ann
 .M = I f , g .
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that V rAnn M is semisimpleq
and finite dimensional. Then Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from Theo-
rem 2.3.
Theorem 3.1 and the theory of finite dimensional semisimple Lie alge-
bras ensure the classification of finite dimensional modules over V . Nowq
we state the classification theorem of irreducible finite dimensional mod-
ules over V as follows.q
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THEOREM 3.2. Let M be an irreducible finite dimensional module o¨er Vq
 .  .with dim M ) 1. Then there exist nonconstant polynomials F X , g X g C*
w x  .  .q XC X with f , f 9 s g, g 9 s 1 such that
 .  .a M is an irreducible module o¨er V rI f , g by the natural action,q
 .b elements in Z act as arbitrary scalars on M,
 .c E ¨ s E ¨ for any E g V rZ and ¨ g M, where E is thei, j i, j i, j q i, j
 .image in V rI f , g of E g V .q i, j q
This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and 3.1.
 .Problem. We have proved that sl m, C is the Lie algebra with basis
  .  .4E N i, j g ZrmZ, i, j / 0, 0 and subject to the commutationi, j
relations
w x r k shE ,E s q y q E . .h , k r , s hqr , kqs
How shall we explicitly present irreducible finite dimensional modules over
 .   .  .4sl m, C with respect to the basis E N i, j g ZrmZ, i, j / 0, 0 ? Howi, j
shall we realize other finite dimensional simple Lie algebras in similar
ways?
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